ADVANTAGES

Electrical charging stations dedicated to heavy vehicles’ generator transporting temperature controlled goods.

Allow the load preservation and the chance of having economic, silent and zero emissions breaks and overnight stays.

INFO AND CONTACT

The charging stations are located along the A22 motorway at the Autoporto (truck park) Sadobre, Vipiteno exit, and at Interporto Trento nord, Trento nord exit.

At the moment Autostrada del Brennero Spa, is offering the service FOR FREE.

In the rest of Italy, with tariffs to be checked on NomadPower internet site, charging stations are available at Interporto Bologna, Truckvillage Colleferro and in many other locations they are coming soon.

Further charging stations are available also in Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and Spain.

www.nomadpower.eu
tel. +31 (0)85012781

www.a22.it

Service Centres
Bressanone tel. +39 0472.201521
Trento tel. +39 0461.212728/212718

QR – code to connect to the webpage dedicated to drivers, for further info.

Users Assistance Centre
Trento tel. +39 0461.980085/212851

Charging points are a NomadPower patent.
ELECTRICAL CHARGING STATIONS FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED TRUCKS GENERATORS: INSTRUCTIONS

The electrical charging stations are supplying the generators of vehicles transporting temperature controlled goods and are a sustainable alternative to the diesel generator use during breaks and overnight stays.

At Autoporto (truck park) Sadobre in Vipiteno there are 5 electrical poles available; at Interporto Trento nord there are 4 electrical poles available. Each one of them is provided with a double sock.

1. Free registration
   In order to use the service is necessary to be registered as customer on the following site: https://www.nomadpower.eu/
   Once the registration is completed, the transportation companies and drivers will be able to activate and deactivate all NP connection stations in Italy and abroad.

2. How to plug in
   Plug in the power cable in one of the NomadPower connection points.
   It is possible to buy 5 to 4 poles adapters and transformers-adapters from 400V to 220V.

3. Starting the power supply
   The electricity supply can be activated in three different ways:
   • on the Nomad Power APP
   • on internet site www.nomadpower.eu
   • calling phone number 0694805377 and providing the 5 cifres ID number indicated on each plug.
   After few seconds, the supply will start.

4. Stopping the power supply
   The power supply is interrupted in the same way it was started, by using the App, internet or via phone.
   If the driver inadvertently forgets to deactivate the service, the supply will in any case be automatically interrupted once the cable is unplugged.

5. Info: during the electricity supply it is possible to verify, through APP, internet or telephone:
   • the electricity usage
   • the plugs availability and service status (active or deactivated).